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Abstract

Chemical group‐transfer reactions by hydrolytic enzymes have considerable im-

portance in biocatalytic synthesis and are exploited broadly in commercial‐scale
chemical production. Mechanistically, these reactions have in common the involve-

ment of a covalent enzyme intermediate which is formed upon enzyme reaction with

the donor substrate and is subsequently intercepted by a suitable acceptor. Here, we

studied the glycosylation of glycerol from sucrose by sucrose phosphorylase (SucP)

to clarify a peculiar, yet generally important characteristic of this reaction: parti-

tioning between glycosylation of glycerol and hydrolysis depends on the type and

the concentration of the donor substrate used (here: sucrose, α‐D‐glucose
1‐phosphate (G1P)). We develop a kinetic framework to analyze the effect and

provide evidence that, when G1P is used as donor substrate, hydrolysis occurs not

only from the β‐glucosyl‐enzyme intermediate (E‐Glc), but additionally from a non-

covalent complex of E‐Glc and substrate which unlike E‐Glc is unreactive to glycerol.

Depending on the relative rates of hydrolysis of free and substrate‐bound E‐Glc,
inhibition (Leuconostoc mesenteroides SucP) or apparent activation (Bifidobacterium

adolescentis SucP) is observed at high donor substrate concentration. At a G1P

concentration that excludes the substrate‐bound E‐Glc, the transfer/hydrolysis ratio

changes to a value consistent with reaction exclusively through E‐Glc, independent
of the donor substrate used. Collectively, these results give explanation for a kinetic

behavior of SucP not previously accounted for, provide essential basis for design and

optimization of the synthetic reaction, and establish a theoretical framework for the

analysis of kinetically analogous group‐transfer reactions by hydrolytic enzymes.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Many enzymes in enzyme class 3 (hydrolases) catalyze chemical group

transfer to acceptors (e.g., alcohols) other than water. Such donor‐to‐
acceptor transfer reactions are the basis for important applications of

hydrolytic enzymes in organic synthesis (Adlercreutz, 2017; Giordano,

Ribeiro, & Giordano, 2006; Kasche, 1986; Marsden, Mestrom,

McMillan, & Hanefeld, 2020; Müller et al., 2020; Seibel, Jördening, &

Buchholz, 2006; Vera, Guerrero, Aburto, Cordova, & Illanes, 2020).

Commercial‐scale production of various chemicals and ingredients (e.g.,

oligosaccharides and glycosides (van Rantwijk, Woudenberg‐van
Oosterom, & Sheldon, 1999; Vera et al., 2020), esters and triglycerides

(Adlercreutz, 2017; Mestrom, Claessen, & Hanefeld, 2019; Norjannah,

Ong, Masjuki, Juan, & Chong, 2016), β‐lactam antibiotics (Giordano

et al., 2006; Kasche, 1986), phosphorylated nucleosides (Asano, Mihara,

& Yamada, 1999; Ishikawa, Mihara, Shimba, Ohtsu, & Kawasaki, 2002;

Kato, Ooi, & Asano, 1999)) relies on hydrolase‐catalyzed group transfer.

Glycoside hydrolases (Adlercreutz, 2017; Seibel et al., 2006; Vera et al.,

2020; Zeuner, Jers, Mikkelsen, & Meyer, 2014), lipases (Adlercreutz,

2017; Subileau et al., 2017), amidases (Bruggink, Roos, & de Vroom,

1998; Giordano et al., 2006; Gololobov et al., 1990; Sio & Quax, 2004;

Sklyarenko, El'darov, Kurochkina, & Yarotsky, 2015), and phosphatases

(Ishikawa et al., 2002; Tasnádi, Staśko, Ditrich, Hall, & Faber, 2020;

Wildberger, Pfeiffer, Brecker, & Nidetzky, 2015) are industrial enzymes

used in these synthetic processes. Mechanistically, the enzymatic re-

actions proceed in two catalytic steps via a covalent enzyme inter-

mediate (Gololobov, Borisov, Belikov, & Švedas, 1988; Kasche, 1986;

Marsden et al., 2020; Seibel et al., 2006; Zeuner et al., 2014). The first

step involves group transfer from the donor substrate to an active‐site
nucleophile of the enzyme. The enzyme intermediate then reacts with

the incoming acceptor (which is water in the canonical hydrolysis

reaction) to release the synthetic product (Gololobov et al., 1988, 1990;

Huber, Kurz, & Wallenfels, 1976; Kasche, 1986; Marsden et al., 2020;

Vera et al., 2020; Youshko, Chilov, Shcherbakova, & Švedas, 2002).

Synthesis in an aqueous environment operates in competition with

hydrolysis (Adlercreutz, 2017; Giordano et al., 2006; Gololobov

et al., 1988; Kasche, 1986; Subileau et al., 2017; Wildberger, Pfeiffer,

Brecker, Rechberger, et al., 2015). A minimal kinetic mechanism for

enzymatic group transfer is shown in Figure 1. The mechanism implies

that synthesis and hydrolysis product are formed in a ratio determined

by enzyme selectivity but independent of the donor substrate used

(Adlercreutz, 2017; Kasche, 1986; Marsden et al., 2020; Youshko

et al., 2002).

The natural moisturizer α‐D‐glucosyl‐sn‐glycerol (GG), produced

industrially using glycosylation of glycerol catalyzed by sucrose phos-

phorylase (SucP; Bolivar, Luley‐Goedl, Leitner, Sawangwan, & Nidetzky,

2017; Goedl, Sawangwan, Mueller, Schwarz, & Nidetzky, 2008;

Luley‐Goedl, Sawangwan, Mueller, Schwarz, & Nidetzky, 2010), re-

presents a number of hydrolase‐promoted transfer reactions for which

the reaction scheme shown in Figure 1 is likely an oversimplification

(e.g., Fernandez‐Lafuente, Rosell, & Guisan, 1998; Gololobov et al., 1988,

1990; Kasche, 1986; Terreni et al., 2005; Vera, Guerrero, Wilson, &

Illanes, 2017; Youshko et al., 2002). The SucP can use sucrose (1) or

G1P (2) as donor for GG (3) formation (Goedl, Sawangwan, et al., 2008;

Goedl, Schwarz, Minani, & Nidetzky, 2007; Renirie, Pukin, van Lagen, &

Franssen, 2010). However, the ratio between GG and glucose (hydro-

lysis product) is ∼1.5–2.5‐fold higher for transfer from sucrose as

compared to transfer from G1P, inconsistent with Figure 1 (Goedl,

Sawangwan, et al., 2008). This study was conceptualized to achieve

clarification. We considered that mechanistic insight into the donor

substrate dependence of the enzymatic glucosyl transfer is fundamen-

tally important, and can be practically significant, in a broad field

of applied bio‐catalysis using hydrolase enzymes for synthesis

(Adlercreutz, 2017; Giordano et al., 2006; Kasche, 1986; Marsden

et al., 2020; van Rantwijk et al., 1999).

We studied two SucP enzymes, from Leuconostoc mesenteroides

(LmSucP; Goedl et al., 2007; Goedl, Schwarz, Mueller, Brecker, &

Nidetzky, 2008; Luley‐Goedl & Nidetzky, 2010) and Bifidobacterium

adolescentis (BaSucP; Mirza et al., 2006; van den Broek et al., 2004).

Both enzymes have been well characterized previously (Franceus &

Desmet, 2020; Goedl, Sawangwan, Wildberger, & Nidetzky, 2010;

Goedl, Schwarz, et al., 2008), and the LmSucP is used for commercial

production of GG (Luley‐Goedl et al., 2010). Guided by kinetic fra-

mework analysis developed here, we show that in enzymatic reac-

tions with G1P, hydrolysis takes place not only from the covalent

glucosyl‐enzyme intermediate (E‐Glc), but additionally from a non-

covalent complex of E‐Glc and G1P which unlike E‐Glc cannot be

intercepted by glycerol. At G1P concentrations too low for substrate‐
bound E‐Glc to form, the transfer/hydrolysis ratio increases to

a value consistent with reaction exclusively through E‐Glc,
independent of the donor substrate used. Besides explaining kinetic

behavior of SucP not previously accounted for (Goedl, Sawangwan,

F IGURE 1 Simplified kinetic scheme for
SucP‐catalyzed synthesis of α‐D‐glucosyl‐sn‐
glycerol (3; GlcOG) via transglucosylation
from a glucosyl donor (GlcX) to glycerol
(GOH). The donor can be sucrose (1) or
α‐D‐glucose 1‐phosphate (2). X is the leaving
group [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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et al., 2008; Renirie et al., 2010), these results are useful to facilitate

model‐based optimization of GG synthesis. In addition, our findings

expand the theoretical basis for analyzing kinetically analogous

group‐transfer reactions by hydrolytic enzymes (e.g., Adlercreutz,

2017; Ishikawa et al., 2002; Kasche, 1986).

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Materials and enzymes used

Unless noted, the materials used were reported previously (Goedl

et al., 2007). LmSucP (GenBank identifier BAA14344) and BaSucP

(GenBank identifier AF543301.1) were isolated from Escherichia coli

overexpression cultures according to literature (Goedl et al., 2007).

Their specific activities (phosphorolysis of sucrose) were 166 U/mg

(LmSucP) and 108 U/mg (BaSucP), consistent with previous studies

(Goedl et al., 2007; van den Broek et al., 2004). Protein was mea-

sured with the Bradford assay referenced against BSA.

2.2 | Initial rate studies

Initial reaction rates were obtained in duplicates at 30°C in 50mM

MES buffer, pH 7.0. The protein concentration was 1−3 µg/ml. One

substrate concentration (donor, glycerol) was varied, the other was

constant at the desired/possible degree of saturation. When ana-

lyzing hydrolysis only, no glycerol was present. Samples, typically 5,

were taken between 5 and 40min. Samples were immediately

quenched in the same volume of reaction buffer preheated to 99°C

and further boiled for 10min in a water bath.

The glucose released was measured based on a hexokinase/

glucose 6‐phosphate dehydrogenase assay (Goedl et al., 2007;

Klotzsch & Bergmeyer, 1965). The fructose released was determined

with essentially the same assay, adding phospho‐glucose isomerase

(Klotzsch & Bergmeyer, 1965). Detailed protocols for glucose and

fructose determination are summarized in the Supporting Informa-

tion materials and methods section. Phosphate was analyzed with a

colorimetric assay (Goedl et al., 2007).

Initial rates were determined from linear time courses of product

release. Kinetic parameters were obtained from nonlinear least‐square
fits (Sigma Plot 10.0) of the data with Equations (1)–(4). Note that the

equations used are phenomenological and had the purpose of fitting a

single set of data. Equations derived from mechanistic models are

shown in Table S1. An important test for quality and consistency of the

mechanistic models was to assess their ability to reproduce the results

of “phenomenological fits.” In Equations (1)–(4), νX (s−1), νGG (s−1), and νH

(s−1) are the initial rates of the donor substrate consumption measured

as release of the leaving group X (= fructose or phosphate), GG release,

and hydrolysis, respectively. νH was recorded in the presence and ab-

sence of glycerol. Note: νX is the sum of νGG and νH. [GlcX] and [GOH]

are the donor and glycerol concentration, respectively. Throughout this

study, initial rates were obtained from volumetric rates (µmol·ml−1·s−1)

divided by molar enzyme concentration. The molar concentration is

determined from the protein concentration, using a molecular mass of

55 kDa for LmSucP (Goedl et al., 2007) and 56 kDa for BaSucP (Sprogøe

et al., 2004). appVX is an apparent maximum rate constant and appK an

apparent Michaelis constant, while appKi is an apparent substrate in-

hibition constant. The transfer coefficient ( )TC indicates the rate ratio's

ν ν( / )GG H dependency on [GOH]:
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2.3 | Kinetic models

The King‐Altman open‐access tool (http://www.biokin.com/tools/king-

altman/index.html) was used to derive mathematical equations for the

kinetic schemes described in Section 3. Differential equations have the

general form, ν =N/D = d[X]/dt. The numerator (N) and denominator (D)

contain coefficients (derived according to fundamental principles of

enzyme kinetic theory [Segel, 1993]) that group together the micro-

scopic rate constants into kinetic parameters. For each kinetic scheme,

an equation was additionally derived from the rate constants to express

the dependence of the rate ratio on the glycerol concentration. A no-

menclature is used in which microscopic rate constants for forward and

reverse direction of reaction are indicated as +k i and −k i, with i in-

dicating the step in the reaction sequence. Net rate constants (Cleland,

1975) are also used and indicated as ′k .

For data fitting, the Microsoft Excel 2019 add‐in Solver was used.

To determine estimates of each microscopic rate constant, de-

pendencies of νX (on [GlcX]), νX (on [GOH]) and ν ν/X H (on [GOH]) were

fitted simultaneously by maximizing the sum of respective coefficients

of determination R2. Dependency of νH on [GOH] was used to check

quality and consistency of the estimated parameters. Constraints on the

microscopic rate constants were derived from experimental (apparent)

kinetic parameters of LmSucP and their use is described in Tables

S2–S4. Upper and lower boundaries for BaSucP rate constants were

reasonably chosen for −k 3 (Goedl, Sawangwan, et al., 2008).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Kinetic scenarios for SucP‐catalyzed
transglycosylation

To account for a transfer to hydrolysis rate ratio ν ν( / )X H dependent

on the donor substrate used, we considered possible extensions of
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the base mechanism (M1) for enzymatic trans‐glycosylation, as

shown in Figure 1 and more fully in Figure 2. Mechanism M1 is a

canonical Ping‐Pong reaction with irreversible release of GG ( )+k 4

and glucose ( )+k 5 . Both extensions of mechanism, M2 and M3, as-

sume that not only does hydrolysis occur from E‐Glc, but it can also

happen from a noncovalent complex of E‐Glc, still containing the

leaving group expelled from the donor substrate (M2; step +k 7) or

having a second donor substrate bound (M3; step + ′k 7 ). While able to

undergo hydrolysis, these noncovalent complexes of E‐Glc are un-

reactive towards glycerol. Note: to avoid model complexity not

strictly necessary in the analysis, mechanism M2 was formulated to

consolidate two chemical reaction steps into one single kinetic step

F IGURE 2 Kinetic mechanisms considered in this study and experimentally relevant deductions made from them. VH and VH2 are maximum

hydrolysis rates at [GOH] = 0 and glucose is released from E‐Glc (mechanisms M1–M3) and additionally from E •• GlcX (mechanism M2) or
E‐Glc •• GlcX (mechanism M3). KGlcXH and KGlcXH2 are binding constants of GlcX to E (mechanisms M1–M3) or E‐Glc (mechanism M3). Ki,GlcX is an
inhibition constant for donor substrate. Microscopic rate constants k5, k7, and + ′k 7 include the water concentration dependency and are defined

as follows: = ⋅ [ ]⁎k k H Oi i 2 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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+k 7. One chemical step is the formation of E‐Glc with X still bound to

the enzyme and the other is hydrolysis of the complex to give free

enzyme, glucose, and X. The idea for mechanism M3 arose from ex-

perimental evidence of substrate inhibition in the reaction of LmSucP

with G1P (see later). Upon hydrolysis, these additional E‐Glc com-

plexes can regenerate the free enzyme under release of glucose and

the substrate leaving group (M2; +k 7) or the substrate (M3; + ′k 7 ). For

each proposed mechanism, we derived mathematical expressions

relating the observable kinetic parameters, including ν ν/X H (Figure 2),

to the microscopic rate constants of the reaction. A detailed sum-

mary is given in Table S1. Maximal rate ( )V and binding ( )K para-

meters for formation of GG (VX, KGlcX, KGOH) and hydrolysis (VH,

KGlcXH) are thus defined (Table S1; Figure 2, Equations 5, 7, 11).

Substrate inhibition (Ki,GlcX) is included in all mechanisms. Mechanism

M3 involves additional parameters for hydrolysis (VH2) and substrate

binding (KGlcXH2), arising from donor substrate binding to the E‐Glc
intermediate and hydrolysis via step + ′k 7 . With the help of these

expressions (Figure 2), important deductions can be made for the

experiment, which we then show, enable clear‐cut mechanistic

discrimination.

In particular as demonstrated in Figure 2, mechanism

M2 predicts ν ν/X H to exhibit curved dependence on [GOH]

(Equation (7)), whereas in mechanism M1 ν ν/X H increases linearly

with [GOH] (Equation (5)). The dependence of ν ν/X H on [GOH]

derived from mechanism M3 is also linear (Equation (11)). How-

ever, contrary to the other mechanisms, mechanism M3 involves

a unique effect of the donor substrate concentration [GlcX] on

ν ν/X H dependent on [GOH], as can be easily realized from the

denominator term in Equation (11). The ν ν/X H increases when the

donor concentration decreases, approaching a limiting value de-

scribed by Equation (12). Moreover, Equation (7) (mechanism M2)

and Equation (11) (mechanism M3) involve rate constants from

donor substrate‐dependent steps, with the important implication

that the ν ν/X H for these mechanisms can exhibit dependence on

the type of donor substrate used. Equation (5) for mechanism M1,

in contrast, involves only rate constants from steps after the

E‐Glc intermediate, thus requiring the ν ν/X H to be independent of

the donor used. In mechanism M2, the ν ν/X H curve described by

Equation (7) reaches plateau at high [GOH], with a maximum

value equal to ( /+ +k k2 7 + 1) (Equation (8)). In the case that release

of X ( +k 2) is considerably faster than the hydrolysis according to

step +k 7, Equation (7) reduces to Equation (9) and M2 can no

longer be distinguished from M1. Besides its unique feature of

ν ν/X H dependent on the donor substrate concentration, as shown

in Figure 2, mechanism M3 can additionally involve a character-

istic deviation from Michaelis‐Menten behavior when initial rates

dependent on the donor substrate concentration are recorded in

the absence of glycerol (cf. Equation (13) (M3) with Equation (6)

(M1) and Equation (10) (M2)). Various scenarios are possible from

Equation (13): one is inhibition at high [GlcX]; another is that the

initial‐rate does not reach saturation at high [GlcX]. Both have

relevance for the enzymatic reactions, as shown later.

3.2 | Mechanistic analysis of the SucP‐catalyzed
transglycosylation

Guided by the mathematical deductions from Figure 2, we carried

out extensive initial‐rate studies for LmSucP and BaSucP, to obtain

experimental evidence suitable to achieve mechanistic discrimina-

tion. In particular, dependencies on [GlcX] were measured with gly-

cerol present for νX or absent for νX and νH. Dependencies on [GOH]

were measured for νX, νH, and ν ν/X H. Donor substrate was saturating

(sucrose: 20mM, both enzymes; G1P: 50mM, LmSucP; 450mM,

BaSucP). Using G1P, approximately half‐saturating concentration was

additionally applied (5mM, LmSucP; 50mM; BaSucP). The experi-

mental data are shown together with the results of best‐model fits in

Figure 3 (LmSucP) and Figure S2 (BaSucP).

3.2.1 | Analysis of the LmSucP reaction

Reaction of LmSucP with sucrose and glycerol is described very well by

the base mechanismM1 (see the values ofR2 in Figure 3 Panels a1 –e1).

Dependence of νX on [Suc] is of the Michaelis‐Menten type, with a

KGlcXH that increases to KGlcX when glycerol is present, as expected.

Dependence of νX on [GOH] is a straight line as is the dependence of

ν ν/X H on [GOH]. The νH is largely unaffected by [GOH], and the ex-

perimental dependence is reproduced in excellent quality by the model

with parameters estimated from the data in Figure 3 Panels a1,b1,c1,e1.

Using G1P (50mM) as the donor, the transfer coefficient from the

dependence of ν ν/X H (TC =3.3 ± 0.1M−1; determined from linear re-

gression of the data) was 1.4‐fold smaller than the TC (= 4.7 ± 0.1M−1)

obtained from the corresponding ν ν/X H dependence using sucrose as

the donor (Figure 3 Panel e1). Mechanism M1 is unable to account for

this difference. Best fits based on mechanism M2 required that +k 7 be

effectively zero. For conditions of +k 7 =0, mechanism M2 is reduced to

mechanism M1 (Figure 2), thus eliminating it from consideration.

Using mechanism M3, excellent fit of the full set of data was

obtained, as shown in Figure 3 Panels a2–e2. Characteristic features

of the reaction are captured precisely: the substrate inhibition by

G1P (Figure 3 Panel b2) and the dependence of ν ν/X H on [GOH]. The

internal control (dependence of νH on [GOH]) was reproduced very

well using parameter estimates from the fit. Most importantly in view

of mechanism discrimination, however, mechanism M3 predicts that

at low concentrations of G1P (here: 5 mM) that prevent formation of

the inhibitory complex between E‐Glc and G1P (Figure 2), the de-

pendence of ν ν/X H on [GOH] should become close to what it was with

sucrose as the donor substrate. The TC determined at 5 mM G1P was

4.8 ± 0.1M−1 (Figure 3 Panel e3) in perfect agreement with the TC

obtained from the sucrose data. Mechanism M3 also captured the

appearance of curvature in the dependence of νX on [GOH] recorded

at 5mM G1P (Figure 3 Panel c3). This was not present in analogous

dependencies determined at 50mM G1P (Figure 3 Panel c2) or using

sucrose (Figure 3 Panel c1). Finally, decrease of νX at high [GOH] was

predicted with excellent accuracy for the conditions of 5 mM G1P.
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Boundaries of first‐ and second‐order rate constants for the

enzymatic half‐reaction with sucrose or G1P leading up to the

E‐Glc intermediate can be derived from steady‐state apparent

kinetic parameters (appVX,
appVX,

appKGlcX) of LmSucP reported in

the literature (Mueller & Nidetzky, 2007). Details are given in

Tables S2–S4. We assessed the obtained results for consistency

by calculating the equilibrium constant (Keq) for the reaction,

sucrose + phosphate ↔ fructose + G1P. The Keq values obtained

from the model parameters (Keq = 11.3–38.4) are in reasonable

agreement with the experimentally determined Keq values of

9 ± 5.5 (Wildberger, Luley‐Goedl, & Nidetzky, 2011) and 44 ± 26

(Goedl et al., 2007). Substantial variation in the experimental Keq

values has been noted in Wildberger et al. (2011) but the reason

for it was not identified.

Rate constants for the half‐reaction of E‐Glc with glycerol and

water must be independent of the donor substrate used. However,

high deviation in the rate of GG release ( +k 4) was observed in the

best fit results for sucrose (195.15 s−1) and G1P (>105 s−1). Conse-

quently, influence of on fit quality was investigated within the ob-

served lower (195.15 s−1) and upper boundaries (105 s−1). The

observed solution spaces on kinetic rate constants and kinetic

parameters are shown in Tables S5 and S6. The effects on fit quality

are shown in Figure 2 (red areas). The glycerol binding constant to E‐
Glc ( +k 3) estimated from sucrose (0.013–0.012 s−1·M−1) or G1P data

(0.016–0.016 s−1·M−1) was fully consistent. The rate constant for

hydrolysis of E‐Glc ( +k 5) was similar as estimated from sucrose

(2.72–2.68 s−1) and G1P data (3.37–3.32 s−1). Hydrolysis of the

complex of E‐Glc and G1P occurred with a similar rate

F IGURE 3 Results from fitting kinetic mechanisms M1 and M3 to experimental data for LmSucP‐catalyzed the transglucosylation from
sucrose (Panels 1) and G1P (Panels 2 and 3), to glycerol. Experimental data are presented as averages (circles) and corresponding standard
deviations (error bars). Solution spaces of resultant fits are shown in red. Effect of changing +k 4 (195.15/105 s−1) on R2 values is shown. Note,

that data from Panels (d1) to (d3) were not included in the fitting process and compare calculated hydrolysis rates with experimental data. Initial
rates of donor group release (X = fructose or phosphate) are indicated by νX in Panels (a), (b), (c) and (e), while those of glucose formation are
represented by νH in Panels (d) and (e) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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( + ′k 7 = 3.0–3.0 s−1). The complete sets of rate constants and calcu-

lated kinetic parameters are summarized in Tables S5 and S6. As

shown, fits of the data were rather insensitive to changes in the rate

constant for release GG ( +k 4) (see Figure 3). Constancy of +k 4 for

reaction with sucrose and G1P can thus be assumed. The +k 4 esti-

mate of 195 s−1 obtained from the sucrose data was therefore used

in further analyses.

We show in Table 1 that employing the rate constants from

Table S5 ( +k 4 = 195 s−1), mechanisms M1 and M3 show excellent

capability to reproduce the apparent kinetic parameters of the re-

action with sucrose and G1P for given substrate conditions, respec-

tively. This immediately suggests practical utility of the models for

prediction and optimization purposes (see Section 4).

3.2.2 | Analysis of the BaSucP reaction

As was the case with LmSucP, the base mechanism M1 provided an

excellent description of the reaction of BaSucP with sucrose and

glycerol (Figure S2, panels A1–E1). The dependence of ν ν/X H on

[GOH] showed a 1.7‐fold larger slope (=TC) for BaSucP compared to

LmSucP. The TC determined directly from reactions of BaSucP at high

and low [G1P] was 6.3 ± 0.1 and 8.1 ± 0.1M−1, respectively. Evidence

that the TC was dependent on both the type and the concentration of

donor substrate effectively ruled out the applicability of mechanisms

M1 and M2.

Fit with mechanism M3 generally yielded useful representations

of all subsets of the data (Figure S2, Panels A2–E1 and C3–E3). Pe-

culiarities already noted for reactions of LmSucP, like the depen-

dence of νX on [GOH] developing curvature at low [G1P] (Figure S2,

Panel C3 compared with Panel C2), were reproduced very well by the

model. Despite some disagreement between model and experiment

in absolute numbers (hence the relatively small R2 of 0.804) (Figure 4

Panel a), mechanism M3 nonetheless captured fully the pronounced

deviation from Michaelis‐Menten behavior in the dependence of νH

on [G1P] when no glycerol was present. The dependence is biphasic.

The initial “high affinity” phase at low substrate concentration

(≤4mM) exhibits a steep increase in νH with [G1P]. However, rather

than reaching plateau at high substrate concentration, the depen-

dence changes into a second “low‐affinity” phase in which νH again

increases with increasing [G1P], yet at a much shallower slope. The

biphasic dependence of νH on [G1P] accords very well with

TABLE 1 Apparent kinetic parameters for LmSucP and BaSucP obtained from fits of experimental data and calculated using rate constants
for mechanisms M1 and M3

LmSucP BaSucP

Data fit Kinetic mechanisme Data fit Kinetic mechanism

Sucrose, M1

[GOH] = 2M [GOH] = 2M
appVX (s−1) 23.3 ± 0.45a 23.2 15.9 ± 0.1a 15.3
appKSuc (mM) 1.4 ± 0.1a 1.0 0.45 ± 0.01a 0.46

[Suc] = 20mM [Suc] = 20mM

ν [ ]=
H

GOH 0 (s−1) 2.1 ± 0.3b 2.68 0.5 ± 0.1b 0.88
appVX/

appKGOH (M−1·s−1) 10.7 ± 0.2b 12.3 7.1 ± 0.1b 7.2

TC (M−1) 4.7 ± 0.1c 4.7 7.9 ± 0.1c 8.2

G1P, M3

[GOH] = 2M [GOH] = 2M
appVX (s−1) 36 ± 3d 28.5 29.2 ± 0.7a 25.8
appKi,G1P (mM) 12.5 ± 1.7d 7.6 58 ± 5a 48.5
appKi,G1P (mM) 106 ± 21d n.d.f none

[G1P] = 50mM [G1P] = 450mM
appVX (s−1) 122 ± 48b 73.9 144 ± 66b 238

νH (s−1) 3.0 ± 0.3b 3.20 1.9 ± 0.4b 2.0
appKGOH (M) 11.0 ± 0.5b 6.6 9.8 ± 5.4b 19.6
appVX/

appKGOH (M−1·s−1) 11.1b 11.2 14.6b 12.1

TC (M−1) 3.3 ± 0.1c 3.65 6.3 ± 0.1c 6.0

aEquation (1).
bEquation (3).
cEquation (4).
dEquation (2).
eResults were calculated with +k 4 = 195.15 s−1.
fA term representing appKi,G1P in Equation (2) cannot be isolated from the rate equation of M3.
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mechanism M3, given that binding constants for high‐ and low‐
affinity substrate binding differ by a large amount. Indeed, we esti-

mate from the fits that KG1PH2 exceeds KG1PH = 2.4mM by many

orders of magnitude. The apparent “activation” of BaSucP at high

[G1P] (Figure 4 Panel a) marks an important distinction between this

enzyme and LmSucP which is inhibited by high [G1P] (Figure 3 Panel

a2). Large difference in the value of + ′k 7 (LmSucP = 3.0 s−1; Ba-

SucP ≥ 103 s−1) is responsible for it. The full set of microscopic rate

constants obtained from almost unconstrained fit (only restriction:

0.0 < −k 3 < 0.0005 s−1) of mechanism M1 and M3 to the data and the

corresponding kinetic parameters are summarized in Tables S7

and S8.

Analogously as with LmSucP, mechanism M3 predicts that, when

G1P is used as the donor in reactions of BaSucP, the TC will increase

with decreasing donor concentration to a limiting value identical with

the TC of the reaction with sucrose. The experimental data show this

TC change exactly (Figure 4 Panel b). Other features in which BaSucP

is notably different from LmSucP are that hydrolysis of E‐Glc is slower

by 2.6‐ to 3.0‐fold; in the absence of glycerol, binding to sucrose is

4‐fold tighter whereas binding to G1P is 2.6‐fold weaker; and the TC

is ~2‐fold higher at all conditions used (donor type and concentration).

4 | DISCUSSION

Using mechanism‐based kinetic analysis, we clarify in this study the

peculiar behavior of sucrose phosphorylase, that enzyme selectivity for

product formation via glycosylation of glycerol and hydrolysis depends

on the type and concentration of the glucosyl donor substrate used

(Goedl et al., 2007; Goedl, Sawangwan, et al., 2008; Renirie et al., 2010).

We present strong evidence for an unanticipated kinetic complex of

E‐Glc with G1P that can hydrolyze to regenerate the free enzyme upon

release of glucose and G1P, but is unable to form the transglycosylation

product GG. The molecular interactions involved in the proposed

complex are not known in detail. However, it suffices to emphasize that

the (acceptor) binding pocket of the E‐Glc form of BaSucP is wide and

flexible (Mirza et al., 2006; Sprogøe et al., 2004) to accommodate a

range of bulky acceptors (Dirks‐Hofmeister, Verhaeghe, De Winter, &

Desmet, 2015; Goedl et al., 2010; Seibel et al., 2006), including glucose

in multiple orientations (Beerens et al., 2017; Kraus, Görl, Timm, &

Seibel, 2016; Verhaeghe et al., 2016). The kinetic significance of the

(E‐Glc •• G1P) complex, in terms of the amount formed at steady state

and the rate of breakdown, have strong implications on canonical (ap-

parent) enzyme kinetic parameters obtained from standard experiments

(e.g., appVX,
appK, TC ; see Table 1). The deepened mechanistic under-

standing obtained from this study enables causes to be related quan-

titatively to effects and so unifies conflicting evidence from different

studies of sucrose phosphorylase (Goedl, Sawangwan, et al., 2008;

Renirie et al., 2010) into a coherent whole. The current study comprises

two further elements of broad importance. First, the kinetic framework

analysis (Figure 2 and the associated algebra in Table S1) provides ex-

tended basis for the kinetic evaluation of other hydrolytic enzymes that

catalyze chemical group‐transfer reactions (e.g., glycosyl, phosphoryl,

acyl). As discussed later, there have been numerous studies of such

enzymes over decades, but a comprehensive analysis of the different

kinetic scenarios surrounding the covalent enzyme intermediate has

been worked out only for selected transformations, in particular those

of amidases/acyltransferases in β‐lactam synthesis (Gololobov et al.,

1988, 1990; Schroën et al., 2001; Youshko et al., 2002). Disagreement

with the base mechanism M1 has been noted in several instances

however (Fernandez‐Lafuente et al., 1998; Kasche, 1986; Terreni

et al., 2005; Vera et al., 2017). Secondly, the kinetic analysis of sucrose

F IGURE 4 Key results of fits of kinetic mechanism M3 to data for BaSucP‐catalyzed transglycosylation. (a) Two phasic affinity of G1P to
BaSucP determined at 2M glycerol (R2 = 0.804). (b) Transition transfers obtained by linear regression (intercept = 1.0) of experimental data
(black boxes) and estimated by the M1 (sucrose) or M3 (G1P). The complete data set obtained from parameter estimation analysis can be found

in Tables S7 and S8
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phosphorylase provides essential basis for design and optimization of

the synthetic reaction for GG production, as follows.

Analyzing the reaction with sucrose and glycerol (Table 1), one

recognizes that the kinetic fitness is higher for BaSucP than LmSucP.

The higher transfer coefficient TC for BaSucP derives mostly from a

hydrolysis rate three‐fold (= 2.68/0.88; Table 1) lower than for

LmSucP. Using 20mM sucrose as the donor, one could do with a

1.74‐fold (8.2/4.7; Table 1) lower glycerol concentration to achieve

the same product selectivity GG/Glc. To have a selectivity of 10, one

would need 1.2M glycerol using BaSucP.

The reaction with G1P has been challenging to use for GG

synthesis. Thermodynamically, G1P is less preferred for glycosylation

of glycerol than sucrose (Goedl et al., 2007). However, as has been

shown for reactions of other phosphorylases, the reaction of G1P can

be made quasi‐irreversible through in situ product removal, using

precipitation of the released phosphate in the presence of Mg2+

(Zhong, Luley‐Goedl, & Nidetzky, 2019). Separation of GG from

phosphate is readily achieved whereas separation from fructose is

more difficult (Kruschitz & Nidetzky, 2020). Therefore, G1P remains

an option for donor substrate. Kinetic models for BaSucP and LmSucP

enable rigorous “window of operation” analysis to identify conditions

suitable for the synthesis. We scanned [G1P] in the range 5–70mM

(LmSucP) and 50–700mM (BaSucP) at glycerol concentrations

varying between 0.85 and 2.0M. We calculated the νX and ν ν/X H

corresponding to each condition and defined the operational window

according to the requirement that νX and ν ν/X H each be at least 80%

of the maximum value. Within the window of operation (Figure S3),

we identified the optimum point as involving the smallest [GOH]. For

BaSucP, we get [G1P] = 650mM; [GOH] = 1.55M; νX = 20.2 s−1. For

LmSucP, we get [G1P] = 15mM; [GOH] = 1.83M; νX = 17.3 s−1.

BaSucP is clearly preferred. Using LmSucP, synthesis of GG in con-

centrations exceeding 15mM should not be performed in batch. A

fed‐batch mode of reaction could be used in which 15mM donor

substrate is added according to progress of the reaction. However, a

fed‐batch process would involve substantially higher complexity due

to the reaction control required. Evidently, it would be a highly la-

borious task to (try to) identify the respective windows of operation

for BaSucP and LmSucP from experiments.

Although the underlying reasons may differ among different

enzymes, the effect is common: it is true for numerous hydrolases

that the efficiency of chemical group transfer is dependent on the

type of donor substrate used (Fernandez‐Lafuente et al., 1998;

Kasche, 1986; Terreni et al., 2005; van Rantwijk et al., 1999; Vera

et al., 2017). Glycoside hydrolases often can use a variety of donor

substrates for hydrolysis (van Rantwijk et al., 1999; Vera et al., 2017;

Zeuner et al., 2014). However, as shown for the β‐glycosidase CelB

from Pyrococcus furiosus, glycosyl transfer to acceptors from lactose is

substantially less efficient when lactose is used compared to

nitrophenyl‐β‐D‐galactoside (Petzelbauer, Reiter, Splechtna, Kosma,

& Nidetzky, 2000). Like most acid phosphatases, the G1P phospha-

tases from E. coli accepts a broad variety of donors for hydrolysis

(e.g., nitrophenyl‐phosphate, pyrophosphate) but transfer to accep-

tors is efficient only when G1P is used (Wildberger, Pfeiffer, Brecker,

& Nidetzky, 2015; Wildberger, Pfeiffer, Brecker, Rechberger,

et al., 2015). Even close homologues of G1P (e.g., α‐D‐mannose 1‐
phosphate) fail to elicit a similarly efficient transfer (unpublished

results, 2020). The influence of the donor substrate is considerably

more pronounced than in sucrose phosphorylase. Other phospha-

tases behave similarly (Han & Coleman, 1995; Tasnádi et al., 2020;

van Herk, Hartog, van der Burg & Wever, 2005). Similar behavior has

been noted for select esterases/lipases and proteases/N‐acylases
(Adlercreutz, 2017; Marsden et al., 2020; Müller et al., 2020). Ex-

tending previous studies, notably those on amidases and acyl-

transferases (Gololobov et al., 1988, 1990; Youshko et al., 2002), the

kinetic framework analysis reported here could be useful in the study

of these enzymes and group‐transfer reactions catalyzed by them.
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